PLANNING ISSUES LOG
16 NOVEMBER 2020
Our Issue
Ref
1501 Unauthorised
Acrylic Signage

Location

Current
Reported Last
Status
to CEC
Update
Vermillion, Outstanding 10/02/15 21/09/20
10b
Princess
Street
1604 Advertisements Knutsford Closed
02/06/17 21/09/20
and Flagpoles
IT, 31
Tatton St

Case Ref

Assigned Latest Update

15/0073 E
Priority 3

PD

16/00651E PD

1610 Illuminated
sign

Chicino's,
13
Princess
Street

Outstanding 20/09/18

21/09/20 18/00481E PD

1702 New Fencing
(in CA)

Lane End,
Legh Road

Outstanding 14/12/18

21/09/20 17/00159E DC

2002 Unauthorised
fence erected

14
Forester
Avenue

Case closed

28/01/20

17/02/20 20/00080E PD

2003 Excessive
Signage

Taxi
Station on
Bexton
Lane

Outstanding 09/06/20

21/09/20 20/00447E PD

JW21/09/20 Requested an update by email. Paul advised he went
out last week and the signs were still there. Business will be
spoken to again and it will be explained that if they do not come
down then enforcement action will be taken.
JW21/09/20 Requested an update by email. Knutsford IT have
taken down the large sign at the front and CEC have closed the
case, in relation to the flag poles Paul was advised that they would
be coming down.
JW21/09/20 Requested an update by email. Chicino's have been in
contact with Alexandra Fairclough from heritage and design (who I
believe is still off at this moment in time) they have had a
conversation with each other and im sure Alex has gave some
advice regarding the external lighting of the sign. Paul will speak
with Rachel Hamilton who is overseeing the Knutsford area in
Alex’s absence to see what, if anything, has been said to her.
JW 21/09/2020 Requested an update by email. Onwer has stated
the fence will be removed once the hedge is established. Senior
Enforcement Officer due to revisit site to ascertain the acceptabilty
of this.
In ref to planning app 19/5301M = hedge removed without
permission and 2.5m fence erected along entire length of public
passage between Helena Close and Forester Ave, affecting look of
the pathway. 17/02 - PD been to site today, fence is 1.95m so no
violation. Case has been closed.
JW21/09/2020 Requested an update, by email.

